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Abstract. Nowadays, a great amount of the contents of the WWW are
still mainly only human-oriented. To progressively move into the Seman-
tic Web, the adoption of the use of ontologies is a milestone. However,
their elaboration from scratch is quite expensive, which could prevent
non-experts from using them in their applications. Due to this reason,
different approaches for ontology reusing and engineering have been pro-
posed, but they require domain experts and knowledge engineers. Be-
sides, finding an ontology (if it exists) that fits a specific domain can be
a tedious and frustrating experience.
In this paper, we propose an approach that, taking as starting point a
set of user keywords that define the domain of interest, automatically
integrates an ontology that comprises information extracted from differ-
ent relevant resources. This ontology can be directly used as an initial
version for a progressive refinement or as a final resource for non-expert
users helping to spread the use of ontologies. This way, our proposal suc-
ceeds in alleviating the development efforts to create an ontology and
facilitate this task to non-expert users. Moreover, it encourages ontology
reuse and to reach a consensus when using these ontologies, for instance,
to publish Linked Data.
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1 Introduction

The usefulness of the Semantic Web is beyond doubt, enabling computers to
know which meaning is behind the different Web resources. However, there is
still a milestone to manage the successful adoption of the Semantic Web: to make
the access and reuse of ontologies, its main tools, easy to final users. Analyzing
the fast spread of HTML and the adoption of the WWW as part of users’ life,
one of the most important factors that helped this to happen was the ease of
creating Web pages by reusing chunks of another ones. This lessened the need of
mastering HTML to have a Web page published with world wide access. Thus,
for a successful adoption of the Semantic Web, apart from showing the users the
benefits of adding semantics to their resources, we have to minimize their efforts
needed to do so.



From the point of view of software engineering, reuse is desirable and its
importance arises even more remarkably in this field. An ontology is defined as a
shared specification of a conceptualization [12], so, the more users using the same
ontologies, the higher level of global agreement can be achieved. This agrement
would help to develop better ontology-guided search engines as relatively few
ontologies would be accepted by everyone. Moreover, this is consistent with the
Semantic Web ontologies envisioned in [13]: “instead of a few large, complex,
consistent ontologies that great users share, there may be a great number of small
ontological components consisting largely of pointers to each other”. However,
reusing ontologies is not an easy task and has been a subject of study since the
very beginning of the Semantic Web [18, 19]. In [19], the authors pointed out
the two different reuse processes: merge and integration. Merging is the process
of building an ontology in one subject reusing two or more different ontologies
on that subject, while integration is the process of building an ontology in one
subject reusing one or more ontologies on different subjects. We advocate for
both processes to be performed to obtain proper results.

In [1], the author envisioned a system that would build ontologies semiauto-
matically from available online ontologies by using segmentation, mapping and
merging techniques. In this paper, we propose an approach to make it become
real. Taking as input a list of keywords that represent the main terms that are
conforming the desired ontology, our system integrates automatically an ontol-
ogy reusing existing ontological information. The first step is to disambiguate
the meaning behind the user’s keywords [21], which gives us the possible inter-
pretations of the keywords having into account their context. This establishes
the meaning of each keyword and associate to it a multi-ontology sourced on-
tological context. Then, our system integrates these contexts in one ontology,
while registering the sources referenced in them. To further improve the quality
of the resulting ontology in terms of relationships and definitions, our system
uses several techniques to obtain more ontological information from the source
ontologies. Finally, with the help of a Description Logics reasoner [2], our system
removes redundancies and detects possible inconsistencies. The resulting ontol-
ogy can be used by knowledge engineers as a starting point for later refinements
(allowing them to automatize the discovering and reuse of sources) or even by
final users to add semantics to their own resources without further refinement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we give
an overview of the integration process. In Section 3, we explain the keyword
disambiguation techniques applied by our system. In Section 4, we detail how our
system exploits the sources of information discovered during the disambiguation
process, and how it uses them to integrate the resulting ontology. Section 5
presents an application scenario in which the use of our approach can be very
useful. Related works are presented in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and future
work are presented in Section 7.

2 Overview of the Process

The main goal of our system is to facilitate the construction of ontologies. To
make it easier the capture of requirements of the ontology to the user, the system



takes as input a list of keywords that describes his/her needs. As can be seen
in Figure 1, the main process consists of two steps: Keyword Senses Discovery,
and Ontology Integration.

The aim of the first step is to obtain the exact meaning of the keywords input
by the user. Our discovery and disambiguation process is based on two semantic
measurements defined in previous work: the Ontology-based synonym probability,
and a Web-based relatedness measure [21]. The system uses the Ontology-based
synonym probability to dynamically create a set of senses for each keyword;
and, after that, it employs the Web-based relatedness measures to rank the
most proper sense of each keyword taking into account their context (i.e. the
whole set of keywords provided by the user). In Section 3, we briefly describe
the steps to achieve this goal.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the process

The second step takes as input a set of semantic keywords, which are defined
as the pair formed by a keyword and its attached sense. Each sense stores the
ontological information that has been used during the keyword disambiguation
process. This information is integrated into one ontology maintaining the original
references and it is used to obtain further information from the original sources.
In Section 4, we detail how this information is integrated and used to obtain a
richer final ontology.

3 Discovery of Keyword Senses

As stated in the previous section, the first step that our system performs is the
discovery of the semantics that exists behind the user keywords. This discovery is
done by taking into account the individual possible semantics of each keywords as
well as the possible semantics of its context (the rest of keywords). In particular,
this process is divided into three substeps (see Figure 1):

– Extraction of Keyword Senses: The system extracts out the possible mean-
ings of each keyword from a dynamic pool of ontologies (in particular, it



queries Watson [8], WordNet [15] and other ontology repositories to find
ontological terms that syntactically match the keywords - or one of their
synonyms). The system builds a sense for each matching obtained and then
the extracted senses are semantically enriched with the ontological terms of
their synonyms by also searching in the ontology pool. The result is a list of
candidate keyword senses for each user keyword. In Figure 2, three possible
senses retrieved for user keyword star are shown.

filmStar
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property
s3 =   < {TravelOntology#star}, star , "quality of a hotel">

domain(hotel)

star as property

star

class
s2 =   < {                                   }, star , "an actor who plays a principal role">
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star
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Fig. 2. Possible senses for keyword star.

– Keyword Senses Enrichment and Removal of Redundancy: As the obtained
senses were built with terms coming from different ontologies, they could
represent the same semantics. An incremental algorithm is used to remove
possible redundancies, aligning the different keyword senses and merging
them when they are similar enough. The senses are merged when the esti-
mated synonymy probability between them exceeds a certain threshold. Thus,
the result is a set of different possible senses for each user keyword entered.

– Disambiguation of Keyword Senses: The system obtains the most probable
intended sense of each user keyword considering the possible senses of the
rest of keywords. Using a semantic relatedness measure based on information
provided by a traditional search engine such as Google or Yahoo!, it computes
the correlation between the senses of a particular user keyword and the
senses of its neighbour keywords. Thus, the best sense for each keyword will
be selected according to its context. Note that this selection can require the
user’s feedback to select the most appropriate sense for each keyword in a
semi-automatic way.

This discovery and disambiguation algorithm, which due to space limitations
has been summarized here, is thoroughly described in [21], and has been applied
successfully to the integration of senses in semantic repositories [10].

4 Ontology Integration

The result of the previous step is a semantic keyword (a keyword and its selected
sense) for each keyword input by the user. These semantic keywords have inner
information about the ontological context of themselves, this is, the semantic
information that has been consulted during their construction and that defines



them. This information is multiontology-sourced and has been merged during
the keyword disambiguation step. In this section, we present the different levels
of information that are used to enrich and complete the information about the
semantic keywords in the final ontology, and then we give an insight of the
method that is used to integrate it.

4.1 Ontological information considered
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Fig. 3. a) The system has to discover the possible missing relationships. b) This is
done by consulting different information sources, which allows our system to enrich
and integrate our resulting ontology.

Once the input keywords and their corresponding senses have been disam-
biguated, our multi-sourced ontology can be integrated. In Figure 3.a, the situ-
ation that our system confronts is depicted. The information retrieved to obtain
the semantic keywords is stored in their ontological contexts, and, in principle,
they are isolated one from another even when they might share sources. Thus,
the relationships between ontological contexts can be stated at different levels:

– Sharing a term from an ontology: It is very frequent that, when disambiguat-
ing a set of keywords, the same ontology is consulted and different ontological
contexts share terms as they affect different keywords definitions.

– Sharing source ontologies: When two ontological contexts do not share onto-
logical terms, they might still share source ontologies. This has to be taken
into account as the keywords that are being disambiguated might belong to
the same domain.

– Sharing concepts: Even when neither a term nor ontology is shared, there
might exist further relationships such as synonymy between the terms of
different ontologies.

So, to avoid the possible isolation, and to find out the possible relationships
and enrich the information in the final ontology, the system considers three levels
of ontological information, as suggested in [3]:

1. Semantic keyword information. It is the skeleton of the resulting ontology,
and, as it contains the original URIs of the terms involved in each sense



definition, it allows to extract more information from the original source
ontologies. This information is asserted altogether in one knowledge base
and enriched with the information further retrieved. If no more information
should be available, the resulting ontology would have to be considered as
light weighted one (shallow ontology). If two ontological contexts share an
ontological term, it is stated at this information level.

2. Automatic modularization and ontology reuse. To obtain the original def-
initions of the ontological terms involved in the ontological contexts, the
system uses ontology modularization techniques [9]. In brief, given a set of
terms of an ontology, the Extractor should permit us to obtain a module that
is equivalent to the whole ontology regarding what can be inferred about the
set of terms given. This allows our system to obtain the complete definitions
of the terms and all the existing relationships between terms coming from
the same ontology (intra-ontology relationships).

3. Simple inter-ontology relationships. Finally, the system can discover inter-
ontological relationships using Scarlet [20]. Scarlet is able to obtain disjoint-
ness, inheritance and named relations information (i.e. roles that has the pair
of concepts as domain and range or vice versa). It also gives an explanation
about how the relationship has been found, and our system only includes it
if the reasoning path uses ontologies included in the ontological context.

The possible redundancies in the information (information of different levels
may overlap) of the resulting ontology are automatically removed with the help
of a DL reasoner. By asserting all the information and classifying it, we obtain
a final version of the ontology.

4.2 Insight of the method

We now turn our attention to the integration algorithm itself. To achieve a
better understanding of the algorithm, the general structure of the integrated
ontology is shown in Figure 3.b. The semantic keywords set {SKi} is the result of
the keyword disambiguation process, and the input of this step. The algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 1. It assumes the existence of a global storage that is
used to track the source ontologies and the terms that appear in the ontological
contexts of the senses (ontologyURIStorage), and a reasoner that is finally used
to filter out the possible redundancies.

First, after initializing the storages (lines 2-3), our system translates each
of the semantic keywords into OWL (lines 4-6) and stores their translation.
During this process, all the URIs of the source ontologies are registered in the
ontologyURIStorage, and, along with each of them, a list of all the terms that
are defined in each ontology is stored. Each of these lists is the signature that
the extractor uses to obtain the corresponding ontology module (lines 7-11). In
particular, our prototype uses ProSÉ [14], although the method is designed to
work with other module extractors. Then, the translations are written in the
main module together with the import axioms that will include the different
modules in the final ontology (lines 12-13).



Algorithm 1 Integration Algorithm

1: procedure sensesToOnt (Array semKeywords, Extractor extractor)
2: ontologyURIStorage.clear()

3: translations.clear()
4: for all sk in semKeywords do
5: translations.add(translateSense(sk, ontologyURIStorage))
6: end for

7: for all uri in ontologyURIStorage.getOntologies() do
8: // each module is stored separatedly
9: tmpModule = extractor.getModule(uri, ontologyStorage.getSignature(uri))

10: writeDownModule(tmpModule)

11: end for
12: writeDown(translations) // we write down all the translations in the main ontology
13: writeDown(importAxioms) // we write the import axioms to include the modules

14: // we finally use Scarlet to obtain inter-ontology relationships
15: scarletInformation = filter(Scarlet.obtainRelationships(ontologyURIStorage));
16: writeDown(scarletInformation)
17: reasoner.classify(newlyIntegreatedOntology)

18: reasoner.writeDown(ontologyWithoutRedundancies)
19: end procedure

In this stage, Scarlet is used to discover possible relationships between terms
in different ontology modules (lines 15-16). Scarlet can discover relationships
following paths between different ontologies, establishing the relationships be-
tween terms of two ontologies through relationships with terms of another ones.
To avoid introducing ontologies that our system has not processed, it filters out
paths to only accept direct relationships (source and target terms belong to
ontologies that have been registered in the ontologyURIStorage).

Finally, we use a DL reasoner to classify the ontology (lines 17-18) and then
write down the classified ontology. This allows us to: 1) eliminate redundant
axioms, and 2) detect possible inconsistencies in the integrated ontology and
inform the user about them.

5 Application Scenario

To evaluate the feasibility of our approach, we have developed a prototype and
applied it to the field of e-commerce. Let us imagine a user that has an e-book
store in the Web. This user wants to have the contents on his page annotated
semantically to allow the Web robots to index them. However, he is not an
expert and does not know any ontology about e-commerce. He introduces the
input keywords book and offer because he wants to start a sales campaign.

Figure 4 shows the intermediate results for these keywords. In our prototype,
we have used a controlled set of ontologies to trace and repeat experiments. This
set contains the test collection OWLS-TC41 plus the ontology schema.org2. The

1 http://projects.semwebcentral.org/projects/owls-tc/
2 This ontology is supported in their Web searchers by Google, Yahoo and Microsoft.



ontology obtained for this input can be consulted at http://sid.cps.unizar.
es/ontologies/integration_book_offer.owl.
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Fig. 4. Excerpts of the senses obtained for “book” and “offer”

Note that both semantic keywords share source ontologies (schema.org, for
example), which is exploited by our system to obtain a richer module from them.
The user can now use this ontology to add semantic annotations to his site, and,
as the integrated ontology keeps the original sources, the robots visiting the site
will understand these annotations.

6 Related Work

Different methodologies have been proposed in the last decade for the creation of
ontologies [7]. However, these methodologies often require ontological engineers
and domain experts, a requirement that our approach gets rid of. Moreover, it
is widely recognized that developing an ontology from scratch is a complex and
time-consuming task [6]. That is why we adopted the way of reusing ontologies
for our approach as a mean to lessen the efforts of ontology construction. In [16],
several features that should characterize an integrated environment that helps
the construction of ontologies are identified, such as the support of a sophis-
ticated methodology and the possibility of collaborative development. In our
approach the collaboration is indirectly achieve by automatically discovering
third-parties’ ontologies and extracting information from them.

The so-called ontology learning [5], which attempts to help in the semi-
automatic construction of ontologies, has attracted considerable research inter-
est, as it can reduce significantly the cost of ontology building. In particular, the
generation of ontologies from text [4, 6] is a research avenue that has been ex-
plored in several works. In our opinion, the main drawback of these approaches
is that they build a new ontology that is not directly linked with well-known
resources. Besides, they need an important corpus of documents to generate
the ontologies. In comparison with these works, the approach presented in this
paper reuses existing available ontologies by using semantic techniques to auto-
matically build ontologies from user keywords, integrating information retrieved



from well-known sources. So, our approach follows the spirit of the proposal of
the position paper [1].

Regarding the first step of our system, a wide range of works have been
devoted to word sense disambiguation [17]. In particular, the approach used in
this paper for keyword disambiguation has been successfully used in several other
tasks, such us ontology matching [11] and sense clustering [10].

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed an approach to ease the development of ontolo-
gies and to facilitate their reuse and spread. The user does only have to input
the keywords that s/he wants to be included into the ontology and select their
meaning among the ones proposed by the system, which disambiguates, merges
and retrieves more information about them. This makes the approach to onto-
logical construction envisioned in position paper [1] become real. The proposed
system has the following features:

– It consults a dynamic pool of existing ontologies to disambiguate the key-
words input by the user.

– Once the user has chosen the exact meaning of each keyword, it integrates
the retrieved information into one ontology that can be used as it is or as
starting point to refine it.

– It uses different ontological engineering techniques to further improve the
information that is integrated into the resulting ontology.

– Indirectly, it facilitates the reuse and spread of existing ontologies, instead
of creating new ontologies that should be mapped against the existing ones.

Our main contribution is to use preexisting techniques with a new objective:
to ease the building of ontologies from scratch. Using this approach, the initial
efforts of developing an ontology are lessened drastically (the user has not even
to look for appropriate ontologies, as the system does this task on her/his be-
half). As future work, we are planning to study the impact of the quality of the
ontologies used as information sources and introduce a method to discriminate
the worst ones to refine our resulting ontologies.
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